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N
ow that the Telecommunications Act of 19961

has put in place a “pro-competitive,
deregulatory national policy framework,”2 the

time has come to bring the promised new National
Information Infrastructure (NII) into being.

Unfortunately, the task of building a “door-to-
door” national fiber optic network is languishing,
although its crucial importance to national economic
leadership was a prime slogan for telecommunications
reform not so long ago.  The technology of choice—
switched broadband fiber—has mutated into the
technology of convenience and economy—wireless—
and the laudable goal of “door-to-door” universal
service (once a marker for national self-esteem) has
fallen into a regulatory almost-neverland.3

My hunch is that, when and if that urgently-
needed new broadband infrastructure ever gets built, it
will be no thanks to the master plan we just adopted.

Losing Out, Big Time

While arguments for broadband over narrowband
approach theology, there are immensely practical

reasons to build broadband networks.  While cellular
and satellite radio can deliver highly versatile service,
wired broadband has precision and virtually infinite
capacity and is immune to interference from weather,
traffic, and electromagnetic radiation.  (And cellular
systems need a hard-wired broadband “backbone” to
function best anyway.)  Technically, broadband fiber is
far superior to any other telecommunications medium,
and most experts think its performance is well worth
the extra cost.

Expense is the undoubted problem, especially if
the public insists on service being affordable and
universal.  At no less than $1,000 per household—for
many residences, much more—the project could cost
half a trillion dollars to wire every home in America.
Though huge in scope, the job would be straightfor-
ward if undertaken by a monopoly encouraged by
sympathetic regulators.

Now, however, with new legislation preferring
competition in all sectors of telecommunications, the
task of financing multiple local residential networks on
a competitive basis is proving devilishly hard.

As you might guess, I think the competitive model
for local broadband networks wasn’t thought through.
Its defects were already clear a couple of years ago
when major commitments to build competitive facili-
ties fell apart, specifically the Bell Atlantic/TCI merger
and several Bell companies’ plans for ambitious roll-
outs of interactive networks.  The risks for competitors
deploying too much fiber too fast seemed unbearable.

One risk is that inadequate demand shared among
competing networks fragments the market—as every
field-test of interactive video has implied—so no entity
can hope to reach a high penetration.  Conversely, a
second risk is that only one entity will succeed in any
locality in building a high-penetration broadband
network which will prove so superior to every other
delivery mechanism that rival telecom providers will
simply demand fair access and ride to their ultimate
customers on the pioneering investment of the first—
and hence the last—network builder!
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Since the two-wire world won’t work, what will?
My view is that the next wave of telecommunications
technology favors a new “natural monopoly”—just one
broadband distribution network in any locality—with
such enormous and readily-expandable carrying
capacity that there’s no economic reason to build more
than one.

With that likelihood, no first-wave entrepreneur
wants to fall into the financial trap of becoming so
constrained a monopolist as to lose out on the real
goal—competitive profits in booming new markets for
advanced telecommunications and information ser-
vices.  Hence, wide deployment of fiber optic facilities
is stalling, while telephone and cable incumbents mark
time, “bulk up” through mergers, and pursue less
capital-intensive strategies that promise unregulated
profits from services over today’s infrastructure.

As a result, the nation is rapidly becoming the
loser.  The loss is not just the prestige of technological
leadership that might flow overseas.  A much more
compelling loss was suggested in an article recently in
the New York Times Magazine.4  The article described
a phenomenon economists call “path dependence” by
which:

[S]mall, random events at critical moments can
determine choices in technology that are
extremely difficult and expensive to change.5

Famous instances where inferior solutions have
won out include the QWERTY keyboard for typewrit-
ers, the gasoline car, and the VHS tape player.  The
author (Peter Passell) suggests that the next big
technological mistake could come from the looming
conflict between technically superior high-capacity
fiber and wireless personal communications which
cost less, take less planning, and pay immediate
revenues to the U.S. Treasury from spectrum auctions.

In brief, there’s an unfortunate risk that, without
some sure way now to launch broadband networks,
less productive technologies could siphon off demand.
Once again, the best will lose.  And so will all of us.

Utilities Can Build Networks and Make
Competition Work

In my view, the local electric utility is fortuitously
positioned to meet this national need for early deploy-
ment of broadband residential networks and to make
competition work—in telecommunications and infor-
mation services.  My reasons are simple:

(1) The utility has its own critical economic impera-
tives to manage and market energy through state-
of-the-art telecommunications, and they are
financially very significant.6

(2) As an independent entity not bound to compete
with providers of telecommunications and infor-
mation services, the utility can support their needs
to get facilities up and running, in ways they are
incapable of accomplishing themselves, financially
and otherwise—in large part, because they are
poised to compete against each other.

In the process, the utility would become the hinge on
which a grand realignment in telecommunications
could turn.

The energy-related reasons for utilities to foster
advanced telecommunications infrastructure are
compelling—not least, a need for nimble controls over
energy supply and demand so the utility can market
effectively and retain its customers.  The day is not far
off when “just-in-time” electricity will be as conven-
tional—indeed, essential—as computer-aided pro-
cesses in manufacturing, marketing, and throughout
the economy.  Today’s local electric utility will be
compelled to innovate strenuously—and defensively—
to avail itself of the necessary telecom infrastructure in
time to help it survive and win in reformed competi-
tive electricity markets.

In moving to create such facilities by timely
initiative, coupled with shrewd self-restraint, the utility
would also relieve providers of telecommunications
and information services of the crippling necessity to
build such networks themselves.

Both logic and history suggest that today’s incum-
bent providers of telecommunications will, in an
exploding market, welcome some comfortable niche
from which they can sell tomorrow’s high-value
services.  This will be the case, most emphatically, if
they can find ways to gain market share without first
incurring the costs and risks of building the broadband
infrastructure.  In particular, both local incumbents—
the telephone and cable companies—long for higher
(unregulated) profits from sophisticated information
services, but dread the financial risks of actually
pulling costly fiber optic lines through neighborhoods.

I frankly doubt they will ever do so in competition
with each other.  Moreover, my research for the U.S.
Department of Energy has determined that, on at least
four similar occasions since the Civil War, incumbents
have shied away from rivalries to build expensive new
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telecommunications infrastructure, opting instead to
invent ways they could share new markets.

I refer specifically to three documented agree-
ments:7

• In 1867, Western Union and the Associated Press
diverged, one into telegraphy and the other into
gathering news.

• In 1879, Western Union and the new Bell Company
agreed to specialize, respectively, in telegraphy and
telephony.

• In 1926, AT&T and the Radio Corporation of
America settled a conflict over patents for radio
technology developed during World War I, with
AT&T sticking to long-distance telephony and RCA
launching local broadcasting, joined into nationwide
networks by AT&T’s long lines.

Then, in the 1950s and 1960s, cable TV came to
market via a complex set of regulatory maneuvers that
assured CATV a new niche between television broad-
casting and telephony, without posing a competitive
threat to either incumbent industry.

Significantly, these four historic market splits were
accomplished by voluntary accommodation—not by
government fiat.  While an express contract among
today’s competitors to divvy up markets would doubt-
less cause antitrust concerns, the field is wide open for
a neutral third party—to my mind, the electric utility—
to launch shared fiber infrastructure and thereby avert
potentially ruinous, facilities-based competition among
telecom and information services providers.

Cooperate Versus Compete

This opportunity flows from the fact that today’s
electric utility is not, at present, a deadly rival of any
telecommunications incumbent in the incumbent’s core
business purview.  Of course, the utility could forfeit
this neutrality by choosing to become a competitive
threat and jumping into telecommunications and
information services as the new federal law permits.8

But, if the utility would elect not to compete with
telcos and cable companies in services—or, as has
been suggested, “to eat their lunch”—but rather
decides to build and manage just the facilities, the
utility could emerge as the natural ally of each com-
petitor and, best yet, of all competitors.

The utility’s evolving function in telecommunica-
tions would be a familiar extension of its tasks as a
utility today.  With broadband fiber tending toward a

natural monopoly, some such utility function in
telecommunications will plainly be essential—to bring
local networks into being, drive them to higher and
higher levels of penetration and toward universality,
and run them right.

The builder and manager of a local network will
have to be seen by its users as being free from bias
toward any of the rival services carried.  Its job will be
to deliver those services to as many ultimate customers
as feasible—without discriminating among providers.
Its natural role, in brief, will be to foster abundant
capacity, equal access, and universal service—the
three economic and societal imperatives inherent in
the new telecommunications technology.

Vis-à-vis service providers, today’s utilities certainly
have the right “physique” to provide the needed
platform.  Utilities are three times bigger than telecom-
munications firms in terms of capital plant and just as
ubiquitous, reaching at least 1% more of the public
than telephony and more than 30% over cable.9  And,
utilities are more respected than either, according to
opinion surveys.10

In other words, I’m suggesting that the shrewd
utility will now pass up the chance to become a full-
line player in telecommunications and instead aspire to
the narrower, but vitally important and conceivably
vastly more secure, role of building and managing a
natural monopoly in local telecommunications trans-
port—what could be called “common infrastructure.”11

The utility should, and I believe can, best attain
such a mandate by promoting consensus among
incumbents and regulators.  It would need to affirm its
candid and straightforward intention to deliver both
equal access and universal service—which it needs to
maintain anyway in order to preserve its valuable
distribution franchise for electric service.

Conceivably, a determined utility might “just do it”
and get to the same point.  Today’s vertically-inte-
grated electric utilities are well positioned to set off a
chain reaction in telecommunications by simply
preparing to grow or “thicken” energy transmission
and distribution (T&D) functions to also incorporate
telecommunications infrastructure.  Such a horizontal
expansion would be a truly logical part of the utility’s
own restructuring,12 counter-balancing loss of the
inherited electric generation monopoly and enabling
the surviving T&D component to do two new things:

(1) The utility would strengthen its local distribution
by adding the transport of telecommunications as
a new line of business, utilizing much shared
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physical plant and personnel to reach a common,
universal customer base.

(2) The utility could also capture conceivably greater
(unregulated) returns from its traditional line of
business (electricity) by creating and assuring its
own capacity to deliver potent energy information
services to every retail customer via telecommuni-
cations—a role to which I will return as I con-
clude.

Put another way, I believe that today’s utility can
leverage its historic monopoly into a new, dual role in
two restructured markets—in telecommunications, as
the builder and manager of “common infrastructure,”
and in electricity, as provider of choice for telecommu-
nications-dependent, knowledge-based “energy
services.”

Take Initiative and Run the Infrastructure

A metaphor drawn from commercial real estate
illuminates all of this:  Like the developer of a shop-
ping center, the electric utility would build a common
telecommunications transport facility, which its tenants
would customize (installing switches and possibly
residential gateways, for example) to serve ultimate
customers (who are meanwhile building up their own
potent information capabilities to take advantage of
the Internet).

Major strategic partners—specifically including
incumbent local telephone and cable television
providers—would, by mutual agreement, become
“anchor tenants” under long-term priority leases,
reflecting their places in today’s telecommunications
market, their capital investment in older networks (or
“stranded costs,” if you will), and their on-going
franchised service obligations.  Telcos, for one, may
have special capacity to provide network management
and to link up their existing backbone systems.  Cable
companies could make in-kind contributions of
physical assets to be used in getting first-generation
hybrid fiber/coax networks up and running.

To be fair—and lawful under antitrust laws13—
other “specialty tenants” would also have rights to
lease slots on common infrastructure, up to the limit of
the fiber optic facility’s expansive capacity.

Having built the infrastructure, the utility would
run it on a non-discriminatory basis, at rates that are
reasonable and in proportion to usage.  But, signifi-
cantly, because its central purpose in building the
facility is to manage energy more efficiently, the utility
would also be in a position to declare itself (or an

unregulated affiliate) the anchor tenant in its own
special sector—efficient energy management—and
gain a potentially critical preemptive edge against its
own competitors in electricity sales.  The prospect of
an early link-up to broadband communicating meters
the utility would place in residences should go a long
way toward nailing down allegiance from the utility’s
traditional—but increasingly vulnerable—customer
base.

Thus, in creating the infrastructure through which
such information-rich energy services can be delivered,
and crafting its own primacy in their delivery, the
utility could justify its prudent initiative to create the
essential telecommunications plant—to shareholders,
ratepayers, and, of critical importance, regulators.

Rational Initiative, Shared Opportunities

By casting itself as owner and manager of broad-
band transport facilities, the utility would free up its
tenants (including its own energy services affiliate) to
identify their best long-term opportunities in telecom-
munications and information services and to pursue
them expeditiously.

Of course, incumbent providers—telephone and
cable companies and the utilities, too—would enjoy
some head start due to their “brand” reputations and
their on-going relationships with customers.  New
competitors would share functionally-equivalent
opportunities for their own ingenious assaults on the
universal markets that the utility’s initiative would
open to all competitors.

Significantly, the regulatory controls that originally
stabilized utility-type services and have long since
paralyzed innovation will have largely been set aside.
By not undertaking to furnish telecommunications and
information services to ultimate customers, the utility’s
voluntary transactions with its tenants should be
beyond the reach of much public utility regulation,
even while its energy-saving initiative would greatly
benefit energy consumers.

Of special significance will be the resulting ease of
raising money to finance the huge investment needed
to build a common infrastructure.  The utility’s rev-
enues will come from its tenants, large and small,
pursuant to their long-term leases for access to a
universe of potential customers—a ready formula to
raise funds from banks that will not depend on rates to
be paid by  consumers.

For consumers, their ultimate protection of service
and economy will be exactly what Congress has
desired to promote, but so far failed to achieve—
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competition among rival providers of telecommunica-
tions and information services.  The electric utility’s
timely and rational initiative will have made it all
possible.   

Author’s Note—Questions or comments can be sent to
srrivkin@delphi.com.
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